
APPLICATION FOR FELLOWSHIP
under the Polish National Commission for UNESCO -
financed by the Ministry of Education and Science 

Attention
We would like to remind that persons receiving other fellowship aid from the state budget as well as Card of the Pole
and Permanent Residence Permit holders can not become beneficiaries of the Polish National Commission for UNESCO
Fellowships Programme.

A. Background data concerning the candidate

1. First and middle names: 

2. Family name: 

3. Nationality: 

4. Date of birth: 

5. Place of birth (country; city/town/village): 

6. Sex: 

7. Country: 

8. Permanent address and zip code: 

9. E-mail: 

10. Education: 

11. Diplomas – indicate main subjects: 

12. Occupation: 
13. References - List two persons, /their titles and addresses/ who can provide information on qualifications of the

candidate: 

B. Details of proposed studies, duration of research and starting date: 

C. Institution where the studies could be undertaken; Confirmation of admission, 

Name of the host institution; Name of tutor; Confirmation of acceptance from the host institution is imperative;

Date and Candidate’s signature:

Signature:

Required documents for delivery to the UNESCO AGH Chair office:
1. fellowship application/ request (this form);
2. attachment 3-2;
3. attachment 3-3;
4. motivation letter, including your achieved degree (BSc, MSc, PhD);
5. description of the proposed MSc/ PhD thesis according to the following specifications (details of proposed studies, duration of research

and starting date: working thesis title, thesis topic proposal, research problem and method, research plan and description of research
method, the innovative nature of the proposed thesis, feasibility of project implementation at a selected higher education institution, list
of publication with your name as author or co-author);

6. confirmation of your today status, especially at the AGH University from your Faculty/ Discipline Board; Confirmation of admission;
Name of your tutor at the AGH; student status confirmation is required during the fellowship programme; 

7. an official document showing confirmation of the grades obtained in the last exam session, along with the planned date of graduation
(from Faculty or Discipline Board);

8. references and list two persons, with titles and address and represented institution details, who can provide information on qualifications
of candidate;
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